a thing at all. The novelist Ian McEwan's contribution argues this claim: "It must be clear by now, I think, that the exercise of imagination and ingenuity as expressed in literature supports Darwin's view. It would not be possible to read and enjoy literature from a time remote from our own, or from a culture that was profoundly different from our own, unless we shared some common emotional ground, some deep reservoir of assumptions, with the writer. "
Illustrating the search for literary data supporting the existence of a universal human nature are essays considering the importance of the male-male bond in epics and romances, the theme in both Japanese and Western literature of men rejecting children whom their wives have conceived in adultery, and a study that connects the two sorts of male hero presented in novels -the dark and dangerous Byronic 'cad' , and the safe and reliable 'dad' -to female choices for short-and long-term pair bondings.
The third cluster of questions is the most tantalizing: can literary darwinism be transformed into a responsive literary theory that enhances our understanding and enjoyment of specific literary texts? A work of art, almost by definition, demands and rewards disciplined attention, and humanities scholars have long devoted themselves to techniques aimed at coaxing forth the full meaning of a work. The theories marshalled towards this end all have in common the claim that, despite the individual face that each work bears, there are general theoretical abstractions that can be applied to each that will reveal what is really going on within the text.
Although this third area seems closest to the meaning of the term 'literary darwinism' , it receives the least attention in The Literary Animal. Only Carroll's chapter on "human nature and literary meaning" provides a close literary analysis of a specific text, Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice. The result is certainly worthy; his reading of Austen is subtle and supple. But the depth of his analysis derives more from his purely literary observations on the multiplicity of points of view involved in literary works than from the general darwinian points he has to make.
It remains to be seen whether evolutionary psychology can spawn a true literary theory that helps us understand narrative in generalwhy our species pays it so much attention, and how its universal themes reflect facets of human nature explained by evolutionary psychologyand whether it will also yield a method subtle and flexible enough to deepen our understanding of specific literary works. In the meantime, The Literary Animal provides a fine example of the riches that await us as the arts and sciences stop competing and start communicating. 
Rebecca Goldstein
Like certain partners in long-term marriages, the arts and sciences have often got along best by agreeing to ignore one another. When they do engage, uncomplimentary comparisons are hurled, leaving one side or the other, or more likely both, feeling misunderstood and unappreciated, unable to do better than lash out in impotent resentment: "You'll never understand me. "
But lately these two have been getting on rather better. A significant number of novelists, playwrights and film-makers have turned to the sciences for themes and characters, exploring questions ranging from quantum mechanics to neural networks in ways that not only do justice to the ideas, but also to the passions of those who pursue them. Likewise, a small cadre of scientists have begun to take the arts seriously, looking to them for important questions and data. Such heroic attempts to breach the gap in communication between the two progenitors of our culture are certainly an encouraging sign.
It has been primarily through the emerging field of evolutionary psychology that the arts have come to the respectful attention of the sciences. Itself undergoing an evolution from what had sometimes seemed to be 'just so' hypotheses to a refined theory with explanatory muscle, evolutionary psychology offers the means
